
Room Parent Responsibilities 

1. Schedule a start-up meeting with your teacher

An email has been sent to your teacher identifying who will be on his/her room parent team this 
year.  Please follow-up accordingly to arrange a time that s/he can meet with your room parent 
team. 

Ideally you will arrange this meeting for some time in the coming weeks.  See the Start-Up Meeting 
Checklist for ideas on what to cover with your teacher when you meet.  Establish at this meeting 
who will follow through on each of the needs your teacher asks the team to fulfill. 

It is important to establish with the teacher the best means of future communication between 
him/her and your team. 

Please strive to find a way to involve all of the room parents in ALL discussions about the 
responsibilit ies for the year and the divisions of jobs. 

HINT:  The best time to talk with each other about how to divide up the various room parent 
jobs/roles could be NOW!  That way no one feels too overwhelmed and everyone feels good about 
doing a part of the job.  The goal is to keep everyone “in the loop” from the start. 

2. Check the Teacher Wish Lists to see when your teacher celebrates a
birthday

Check the birthdates of your homeroom and assigned specialty teacher.  If any of your teachers 
have autumn birthdays, you may need to move quickly!  Remember, grade K4 through grade 5 
classrooms share a specialty teacher.  This will mean you need to coordinate gift giving with the 
other classroom.  Dividing up the responsibilities just makes the work a little lighter for everyone! 



3. Take up a collection for the auction basket at the beginning of the
year.

A form letter is included in your folder and will be emailed to you.   The letter must be updated to 
include your classroom, your assigned teacher, your assigned specialty teacher and your names and 
contact information.  This is a free-will donation.  The funds collected will be summed up and totals 
provided to each respective room parent.   

HINT:  To facilitate the quickest turn-around with the process of collecting money, attach an 
envelope.   This will have an amazing effect on how quickly parents respond to your request and 
helps ensure that donations are sent to the correct person.  Donors will be logged only to help 
answer questions if a parent forgets if the request was fulfilled; there will be no line-item detail 
provided by donor. 

4. If necessary, compile and distribute a Classroom Volunteer List to
all parents.

When meeting with your teacher, understand if paper volunteer lists are still utilized.  As needed, 
you may be asked to assist the teacher in finding a few more volunteers.  However, many teachers 
now utilize their class pages for online sign-up sheets.  Then you will need to monitor that list and 
possibly seek out additional volunteers as well as send reminders closer to that event.  Please work 
with your teacher to understand what works best. 

Please strive to remind parents a minimum of 4 to 5 days prior to the date they need to provide 
something or some assistance to the class.  If baking or shopping is involved, it is nice to remind 
them prior to the weekend before the party or class activity for which items are needed. 

5. Coordinate Christmas, Birthday and End-Of-The-Year Gifts using
funds furnished through budget.  Note:  the End-Of-The-Year Gift is
optional and generally happens when funds are leftover.

Included in your packets are your teachers’ Wish Lists that have been completed by both your 
homeroom and assigned specialty teachers.  In general, most teachers appreciate receiving gift 
cards to shops/organizations they have identified on their wish lists.  It is a nice touch to include 
something small that is more personal or a card or inexpensive gift that the student have decorated 
or made.  Getting the students involved somehow takes a little more time and forward planning on 
your part, but it is well worth the effort.   Note that some crafts can be sent home and need not 
require you to coordinate in the classroom – be creative!!! 



After presenting the gift to the homeroom teacher and specialty teacher, please email the classroom 
parents so everyone can understand where their free-will donation was utilized. 

6. Assist with Teacher Appreciation Week which will be celebrated
the first week in May 2018.

The Home & School Association will pass along a monetary gift to each staff member in celebration 
of Teacher Appreciation Day.  The request here is to be mindful of a future request on the national 
holiday, May 8, 2018.  Efforts will likely include a need to coordinate a special card or note from each 
student as well as to set aside some funds from the free-will donation for flowers/small gift for the 
teacher.  Future communication will come in April to prepare for Teacher Appreciation Week.

7. Coordinate outreach with the teacher for any family in the class.

In the event of the birth of a child, extended illness of a student or family member or death of a 
parent or child, coordinate support for the family.  Options include:  sending cards or flowers, 
dropping off meals, assisting with transportation, etc. 

8. Have a GREAT YEAR!

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns regarding “room parenting”. 

Thank you again for volunteering to be a room parent.  Both the teachers and students appreciate 
your energy, time and dedication to making our staff feel extra special! 

Tonia Luna and Mary Johnson
Room Parent Coordinators 2017-2018


